2019-2020 CANIM LAKE BAND FES FIREGUARD REPORT
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Purpose
This is not a study or a technical paper. It merely describes the implementation
of a daylighted road fireguard. It then examines some results and offers some
general comments and conclusions based on our experiences, input from other
resource professionals and the content of several funded reports and projects.
In 2018, the Canim Lake Band selected the use of existing roads, daylighted to
one tree length, and then followed up with trail logging adjacent to the
daylighted road (up to 200 meters on each side) as our definition of a landscape
level fireguard. Over the longer term it would be ideal if these daylighted roads
and the thinned forests were to fill in with deciduous, which are low volatility
trees.
The Canim Lake Band believes in forest compartmentalization, which is
breaking large contiguous tracts of timber up with harvesting or landscape level
guards, in the hope that although a future fire may take out one compartment, it
will not take out all compartments. The Canim Lake Band accepts that fire is
part of the local ecology, but wishes to avoid a catastrophic landscape level fire.
This strategy is deemed to be consistent with the NDT3-stand replacing fire
regime that characterizes the areas around Canim Lake.
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Background

In 2017 the BC Wildfire Service went through an independent planning
exercise and identified a number of landscape level fuel breaks. These were
strategically located on the landscape to provide some level of protection, or
wildfire suppression opportunities at least, to population centers.
Once of the identified fuel breaks is southwest of the main community of
Canim Lake, IR#1. In this paper it is referred to as FG01.
In general landscape sized wildfires tend to move north, northeast in BC,
subject to topography and available fuels. FG01 was deemed to be well located
and important for protecting the Canim Lake Band from an outside fire moving
towards IR#1 in this direction.
Post-2017 the community demanded that the Chief and Council take action to
protect the main community from fire. Since FG01 was identified by Crown
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Fire Specialists, is an old road adjacent to the main community, provides
protection from the southwest, and is wholly contained on lands under FNWL
N1I (a forest tenure held by Canim’s company, Kenkeknem Forest Tenures
Ltd) it was selected for rapid implementation.
Picture One - Initial Condition of Road
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Guard Creation

Step 1-Road permit
 Kenkeknem took FG01 under a standard road permit.
 FG01 is an old road from the 1950’s. At the time of putting it under road
permit it was a quad/4X4 trail.
 FG01 passes through both Mule Deer Winter Range (MDWR) and an
Old Growth Management Area (OGMA).
 An exemption under the GAR was required and obtained.
 The road permit right of way was established with a total width of about
70 meters. One tree length on each side of the road (tall timber). This was
achieved by GPSing the quad trail and then buffering it in a GIS. The
resulting buffer was loaded onto a high quality GPS as a background file
and used for layout.
Picture Two - Road Permit Map
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Step 2-High Utilization Logging
 Poor utilization has been an ongoing issue in 100 Mile House.
 Kenkeknem needed to employ a high utilization logger to create a clean
guard.
 In order to achieve this Kenkeknem partnered with Norbord (OSB plant)
and used one of their loggers. Norbord supervised and at the same time
mentored Canim’s Forest Technician on logging supervision.
 Under this system, OSB was not just a by-product, but a product of equal
importance to the sawlogs. The results were favourable.
 Logging was done in the late fall and winter. The logger did the
minimum in terms of road upgrade, merely employing a bladed skidder.
 A significant number of logging debris piles were burned in the winter.
However, because they were green about 25% were unburned or partially
burned. These had to be re-handled under the enhanced piling portion of
the project.
Picture Three – Right of Way Harvesting
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Step 3-Road Upgrade

 In the spring of 2019 it was decided to upgrade the road to a standard that
would support access for fire suppression and future logging (trail
logging off the sides of the daylighted guard).
 A hoe was brought in and nine-400 mm culverts were installed on FG01
as required. In addition a cattle guard that was removed during logging
was re-installed.
 A D7 Cat was brought in and the road running surface was re-built.
 The Cat created ditches, swales and cross-ditches as required to create a
well-drained running surface.
 A Grader was used to finish the road running surface.
 Finally, 1.1 km of cross fence that was taken down for logging was
replaced.

Step 4-Enhanced Piling
Kenkeknem has previous experience using a 200 series hoe with a “clam”
attached for silviculture. Basically, if there is too much debris to plant there are
two choices; do an enhanced piling treatment or wait a year or two to plant.
Enhanced piling usually comes in between $400-$600 per hectare.
 For the fireguard Kenkeknem wanted to eliminate surface fuels that
might potentially carry a ground fire from the road into the bush, or from
the bush across the road.
 Kenkeknem’s standard Fire Hazard Forms were helpful in creating a
simple map showing debris hazard. However the assessment was mainly
subjective. 6.5% of the area was high, 61% was medium and 32.5% was
low.
 The hoe operator was given the map and an estimate of how many days
were allotted. He directed his efforts accordingly, and treatment intensity
was adjusted on the fly based on site visits and discussions. The resulting
treatment was aggressive, more so than would have been done for
silviculture.
 The enhanced piling achieved its objectives, a ground fire is unlikely to
carry across the guard. The many small piles, and the residual unburned
piles from the previous season will require burning in the fall of 2019.
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Picture Four - Enhanced Piling Low Hazard Area-Pre-Treatment

Picture Five - Enhanced Piling Medium Hazard Area-Pre-Treatment
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Picture Six - Enhanced Piling High Hazard Area-Pre-Treatment

Picture Seven - 200 Series Hoe with Clam
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Picture Eight - Enhanced piling results
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Outstanding Work to Complete Guard

The FG01 guard is incomplete. Enhanced pile burning followed by trail-logging
off of the sides will complete the initial guard. Pile burning will be completed in
the Fall/Winter of 2019/20. Plans for future trail logging are ongoing.
Picture Nine - Current state of the fireguard
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Forest Enhancement Society of BC Contribution

The Forest Enhancement Society (FES) contributed funds to complete the
guard. Some of these costs could have been recovered by Kenkeknem via a
future cutting permit appraisal. The advantage of having FES contribute was
that the work got done immediately, maximizing the fire protection value of the
guard. Operational costs directly paid by FES are outlined below:
 Road upgrades-$16,300 work, $4860 supplies, total $21,160, $3468/km
(6.1 km).
 Enhanced piling $15,932, $398/ha (approx. 40ha)
 Fencing$15,895 (1.1 km, appraisal manual cost used)
 Grading- $1,740 (includes travel time)
 Total FES cost $54,727 or $8,971/km or $1,368/ha
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Economic Results:

 Since another road permit section was logged in conjunction with FG01,
for access purposes (FG02), total volume and stumpage had to be
adjusted downwards for these results. Logged road permit areas were
used to reduce values by 12.3%.
 Logging FG01produced 9,907 m3 of volume.
 Of this 2,774 m3 were delivered to a local OSB plant.
 The remaining 7,133 were delivered to a local sawmill.
 For FG01 the project employed local loggers and truckers, in total they
were paid approximately $292,041 for their services.
 FES funded contractors were paid $54,727
 The provincial Crown collected approximately $234,159 in direct
stumpage fees.
 The Crown will also collect further tax revenues from involved
companies and individuals.
 The Canim Lake Band’s company, Kenkeknem Forest Tenures Ltd.
earned a strong profit on the project. A significant dividend was returned
to the Canim Lake Band.

*For a variety of reasons Crown stumpages can reasonably range from $5.00 to $50.00. Each
project will be unique, this is just one example in which the net stumpage payable was about
$23.60.
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Cost/Benefit to the Crown and taxpayer

 If the full Crown stumpage collected on FG01 is factored in ($234,159)
then overall this daylighted guard provides fire protection and makes net
Crown revenue. $179,432 or $29,415/km or $4,486/ha

Community Response

The community demanded a response to the 2017 wildfire. FG01, in addition to
the ongoing hand-treatments around IR#1, was that response. The general
sentiment is that the guard is aggressive and ugly. However, the community
feels safer with the guard, and is anxious for further efforts to be made. The
creation of FG01 is just the beginning of fire protection measures at Canim’s
IR#1.
It is generally believed that the guard will fill in quickly with aspen and other
plants, some of which are useful for other aboriginal purposes. The increased
hunting opportunities and access up to the 200 road are viewed favourably. If
the increased access generates future problems, some form of road closure will
be considered.
In summary, community safety is easily the highest value at the Canim Lake
Band.
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Impacts on CCLUP Values

The daylighted fireguard logged a strip of land that runs through Transitional
OGMA and Mule Deer Winter Range.
Actual impacts on Mule Deer and or Winter Range values are uncertain, formal
research would be needed. However, Mule Deer are currently abundant around
Canim Lake IR#1.
The biggest impacts on Mule Deer are likely to be increased hunting pressure.
The guard might also make the area more attractive to White-tailed Deer, which
are also present on IR#1. White-tailed Deer in the area seem to prefer brushy
habitat as opposed to heavier timber.
Increased access is thought to be the biggest impact on the Transitional OGMA.
Again, quantifying impacts would require further research.
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General Comments and Conclusions

 A daylighted fireguard is very different from the hand-treated notdaylighted shaded fuel breaks that Canim has previously built around the
community (see the photo at the end of this document).
 The most important attribute of a daylighted guard is that is can provide
immediate, existing and safe access and egress. Fire crews cannot access
or conduct fire control operations without safe access and egress routes.
 The daylighted guard, when tied into other useful fire suppression
landscape features (such as lakes, swamps or recent harvesting), can
provide BC Wildfire with a pre-planned strategic location to setup, burn
off from, or otherwise attempt to stop a bigger and more aggressive fire.
 The daylighted guard has a strong impact on other values, mainly mature
forest retention and a Crown preference for Douglas-fir trees.
 Through forest compartmentalization, a daylighted guard can increase the
chances that other parts of the mature forest do not burn.
 Forest compartmentalization could be viewed as a form of insurance with
the cleared strips representing the insurance premium.
 Forest compartmentalization represents part of a proactive strategy to fire
suppression. BC’s past fire strategy could be characterized as reactive.
 Daylighted fireguards, supported by some form of partial-cut timber
harvesting activities that create significant conifer crown separation,
appear to be the most logical approach for creating suppression
opportunities and compartmentalizing our valuable forest resource.
 The decision on what kind of treatment to put where is complex and
unique to each situation. Flexibility is needed. One size does not fit all.
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Emerging Strategies

Work is ongoing and new ideas and information continues to surface and shape
perceptions. At this time Canim’s overall strategy is as follows:
 Pursue forest compartmentalization via strategic daylighted landscape
level fireguards.
 Pursue aggressive localized treatments to protect communities and
infrastructure from burning.
 Pursue strategic logging that targets high risk types (dead pine
component and Douglas-fir forests choked with regeneration).
 Continue to receive strong fire suppression services from BC Wildfire.
 Create layered and multiple fire suppression opportunities to protect
communities and infrastructure.
 Create a fire resistant forest, a mosaic of harvesting sizes and silviculture
systems.
 Actively manage stands to be fire resistant by avoiding self-thinning tree
densities through spacing and or commercial thinning. Promote
deciduous as a stand component.
 Climate change is here. When it comes to community safety and fire
protection there is no place for adjacent static and restricted landuse
zones.
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Picture Ten - A hand-treated, shaded, not-daylighted fuel break near Canim IR#1

Average cost, $6000/ha. Fully Crown funded.
Report produced by: John Kalmokoff, RPF. Canim Lake Band. June 2019.
Professional input and Peer Review: Bruce Morrow, RPF.
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